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Abstract
This paper identifies the basic functions required from a communication subsystem
in order to support a distributed, reliable, reconfigurable, and replicated database
processing environment. These functions include: reliable multicast, different types of
remote procedure calls, inexpensive datagram services, and efficient local interprocess
communication. We report on a series of experiments that measure the performance of
several local interprocess communication methods, a kernel-level multicasting facility,
the Raid system funning on different network configurations, and a Push multicast
program. Push is a tool that allows us to conduct measurements by supplementing
and/or modifying the communication facilities in the operating system kernel while it
is running.
-This research is supported by NASA and AIRNIICS under grant number NAG-l·676, UNISYS, AT&T,
and by a LASPAU fellowship.
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Introduction

Many applications require connecting physically distributed database systems via a comffiWlication network. A single user transaction may need to access both local and remote
data copies. The execution of a typical transaction in our distributed database system
triggers eight local messages in each coordinating site and two rounds of remote message
exchanges [BRb]. A distributed transaction running in a multiuser environment takes
anywhere from 300 to 800 IDS. On the other hand, the timing for a simple point-to-point
exchange of messages range from 2-lOms. in a local area network (LAN) [BMR] to 500ms
or more in a wide area network (WAN) [QHJ. Communication times contribute in a major
way to the processing time. Messages to manage detection of site failure/network partitioning, recovery, consistency, and replication, can further increase the time spent on
communication. The main objective of this research is to build an efficient communication facility that can support a database environment featuring distribution, replication,
reliability, and modularity [BhaJ. An additional objective is to justify our designs and
implementations through measurements in a distributed database environment.

1.1

Related Work

Until recently, remote terminal access and file transfer have been the main applications
of computer communication [eheJ. For these applications, point-to-point virtual circuits
have provided adequate support. This paradigm has dominated the design and implementation of most existing transport protocols. The development of distributed applications
demands new communication concepts such as remote procedure call (RPC), multicast,
and real-time datagrams [CheJ. Distributed database researchers have investigated and
developed specialized communication subsystems to meet such needs [BRb,BJJ.
The Versatile Message Transaction Protocol (VMTP) is a transport level protocol intended to support the intra-system model of distributed processing [Che]. It is optimized
for page-level file access, remote procedure calls, real-time datagrams, and multicasts.
These communication activities dominate in a distributed processing environment. In order to support conversations at the user level, VMTP does not implement virtual circuits.
Instead, it provides two facilities, stable addressing and message transactions, which can
be used to implement conversations at higher levels. A stable address can be used in multiple message transactions, as long as it remains valid. A message transaction is a reliable
request-response interaction between addressable network entities (ports, processes, procedure invocations). Multicast, datagram, and forwarding services are provided as variants
of the message transaction concept.
In {SvoL Svobodova argues in favor of specialized commtulication protocols for LAN
environments. The overhead of standard protocols cancels the communication speed offered
by the modern LAN technology. Several experiments have shown that communication
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in LANs is CPU intensive [BMR,LZCZ]. The elimination of unnecessary functionality
allows the simple ethernet (SE) protocol to reduce the communication overhead in a LAN
by fifty percent [BMRJ. Application oriented protocols provide opportunities for further
optimization. Efficient streamlined protocols for high-speed bulk-data transfer have been
implemented and used in LANs [CLZ,Zwa].
The distributed shared virtual memory paradigm for distributed computing can provide
high levels of transparency for interprocess communication and for memory management
[LH]. The distributed database designer is presented with an abstraction of the network
closer to a multiprocessor system than to a conventional point-to-point long haul network

[PWPJ.
Specialized communication facilities have been used to improve the design and implementation of distributed database management systems. Chang [Cha] presents a two phase
non-blocking commit protocol using atomic broadcast. The support of atomic broadcast
and failure detection within the communication subsystem simplifies database protocols
and optimizes the usc of the network broadcast capabilities. Binnan [BJ] uses a family
of reliable multicast protocols to support the concept of fault-tolerant pTocess gTOUpS in a
distributed environment.
The functions that a communication subsystem should provide in order to support
a distributed transaction processing system have been identified in the Camelot project
[Spe]. RPe-based session services have been proposed to support the interaction among
the data servers and applications. Besides the synchronous RPC having at-mast-once
semantics, other forms of RPC like asynchronous RPC or multicast RPC are also useful.
Highly specialized datagram-based communication facilities can be used to satisfy the
communication needs of the underlying operating system, on which the data servers and
applications run. The communication subsystem can use its knowledge about the nature
of the transaction system to improve its services. For example, it can record the addresses
of the participants in a transaction to assist the transaction processing system at commit
time.

1.2

of Communication in Distributed Transaction Process.Role
mg

The response time of transaction processing is dominated by delays caused by interac~
tions with external media, such as disks and networks. In single-site systems the critical
issue is the performance of the disk I/O subsystem, and the interprocess communication
subsystem. In distributed transaction processing systems, the critical issue is network communication. For instance, in a distributed system requiring lOms per send/receive pair, a
traditional two-phase commit involving ten sites would take 200ms. On the other hand,
the same commit protocol implemented via a hardware multicast facility could decrease the
commit time to lOOms. In the following paragraphs, we study the effect that communica-
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tion delay, reliability of delivery, CPU cost of processing the messages, and e)"."pressiveness
power of the cOIlllIlunication primitives have on such distributed transaction processing
issues like transparency to distribution and to reliability, cOIlllIluIDcation topology of the
transaction processing algorithms, computational model, and state detection.
Transparency to distribution/reliability is affected by the lack of powerful cOIlllIlunication facilities like multicast and RPC [Che]. This forces the database implementor to
provide her own cOIlllIlUIllcation services on top of the existing ones [PVVPJ. Reliable
communication facilities can provide transparent support during failure and recovery [BJ].
Distributed shared memory can support high levels of transparency for the design and implementation of distributed data managers. Under this paradigm, the concepts of remote,
local, primary, and secondary memories are unified by the distributed one-level storage
abstraction [HT]. This abstraction can lead. to simpler models of communication for the
transaction processing system.
Decentralized protocols are symmetric and are easier to implement [SkeJ. Better resiliency and higher levels of concurrency can be achieved with decentralized protocols by
avoiding the bottleneck caused by a central coordinator. However, a decentralized protocol
generates many messages when the communication subsystem does not provide suitable
multicasting primitives, forcing the designers to opt for the centralized control. If instead
of the point-to-point messages, the system provides kernel level multicast, a round of
message exchanges for decentralized control can go down by up to 30 percent [BMRS].
Many researchers have employed the server-based approach to implement distributed
transaction systems [BRb,LHM*,STP*,Lis]' This simplifies the design of the system and
enhances its modularity, reliability, and reconfigumtion capabilities; because every conceptual function in the system is implemented as a separate process with its own private
address space. However, without efficient process management and interprocess communication this approach is not of practical use, at least in its original form. Several new ideas
for efficient support of processes and IPC like threads, minimal kernels, lightweight RPC,
etc, have been implemented in experimental systems [YTR*,DJA,BALL].
The complexity of distributed algorithms is due to the difficulty in establishing and
agreeing in the system's global state by each of its components. This is achieved by
sending control messages and receiving timely replies. Systems that do not guarantee
small communication delays and variances lead to inefficient implementations of distributed
algorithms. For example, timeout mechanisms are used for failure detection. The selection
of the timeout interval depends on the communication delay and its variance. It must be
short enough in order to be efficient, but at the same time, it must be large enough to
avoid unnecessary retries.
In the next section, we identify the communication support required by the Raid distributed database system [BRbJ. Section 3 contains a description of our measurements
and experimental work that we have completed.
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2

Communication Support for the Raid Model

Raid is a distributed database system specially designed for conducting scientific experiments [BNS,BLLRJ. Besides transparent conctuTency, atomicity, and data distribution,
this system supports replication, recovery, and adaptability, together with the flexibility
and modularity that is needed to support experimentation. We study transaction processing in the Raid system as an example of an operational system, and identify the basic
features for the supporting communication subsystem.

2.1

The Raid Processing Model

Distributed transaction processing involves the following functions:

• Transparent access to distributed and replicated data.
• Concurrency control validation.
• Atomic commitment control.
• Recovery from failures (stable storage).
• Transparency to site/network failures (reconfiguration capabilities).
In Raid, each transaction processing flUlction is implemented as a separate server.
These servers can be arbitrarily distributed over the WIderlying network to form the logical
database sites. However, in most cases, the group of servers that constitute a logical site
reside together on a physical processing node. One way to implement such servers is as
separate operating system processes. Operating system processes are a well WIderstood
unit of computation, and therefore can be used as a flexible, modular, and well-supported
basis on which adaptability, reliability, distribution and their experimentation can take
place.
Figure 1 depicts the organization of a site in Raid [BRb]. For each user in the system
there is an action driver server (AD). AD executes the transaction which reads the data
from the local database (currently, the database is fully replicated in each site). The
other servers, i.e. atomicity controller (AC), concurrency controller (CC), access manager
(AM), and replication controller (RC) exist on a per site basis. AC coordinates the global
commitment/abortion of the transaction. CC enforces local serializability. AM controls
access to the physical database. RC ensures consistency of replicated copies when some
site is recovering from a failure. The servers interact w.ith each other using the services
provided by the naming and cOIDmWIication subsystems.
The schematic diagram in figure 2 shows a sample interaction among servers during
a transaction execution. Other server-level cOIDmWlication topologies are possible. That
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Legend
AC = Atomicity Controller
CC = Concurrency Controller

Raid Servers
AD = Action Driver
Naming and
Communication
Services

Process,
Memory, and
Device
Management

AM = Access Manager
RC = Replication Controller

Figure 1: The organization of a site in Raid
interaction can be modeled as a sequence of remote procedure calls. A double circle
represents the set of all servers (local and remote) of that type in the system. The arrow
to such circles stands for a multicast remote procedure call. The nominator of the labels
contains the parameters of the remote procedure invocation. The denominator is the
infonnation returned from the procedure call. After the AD executes the transaction
locally, a commit protocol is started by the AC. The AC coordinates the commitment
processing with all CC's and all AM's. It interacts with every CC and AM server (local or
remote) in the same way. Conversely, the CC and AM servers do not have to differentiate
between local and remote messages. This symmetry greatly simplifies the implementation
of the servers. A typical execution flow accomplishing all these steps has been presented
in [BRb]

2.2

Current Communication Support in Raid

In order to provide a clean, location independent interface between servers, Raid uses its
own corrununication package. It is built on top of the Unix socket-based IPC mechanism.
This package adds facilities for multicasting, arbitrary size messages, and a Raid-oriented
naming service. Next we describe the Raid name space, the oracle (name server), and the
available communication services.
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r

Yin
cr
ack

Legend
r - read set
w - write set

read values
cia - commit/abort
r

lJ

-

w" - write values
rt8 - read timestamps
tots - .vrite timest8Jllps

yin - yes/no vote
ack - acknowledgement
cr - corrunit record

Figure 2: Transaction processing on a Raid si te
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High~level

Raid communication (e.g., SendAC()
High~level oracle interface (e.g., RegisterSelfO)
Low-level oracle interface (e.g., FindOracleO)
Low-level Raid datagrams (e.g., SendPacket 0)
LUDP (e.g., sendto~dgO)
UDP (e.g., sendto 0)
Figure 3: Layers of the Raid communication package.
The Name Space. We can uniquely identify each Raid server with the tuple (Raid
instance number, Raid virtual site number, server type, server instance). To send a message
to a server, UDP needs a (machine name, port number) pair. The Raid oracle maps
between Raid 4-tuples and UDP addresses. The communication software at each server
automatically caches the address of servers ,vith which it must communicate. Thus, the
oracle is only used at system start·up, when a server is moved, and during failure and
recovery.
The Raid Oracle. An oracle is a server process listening on a well-known port for
requests from other servers. The two major functions it provides are lookup and regilJtration.
A server can use the lookup service to determine the location of another server.
A server performs the RegisterSelfO call to penuit other servers to locate it. Reg~
isterSelf takes a single argument, called a notifier set. The notifier set is a list of regular
expressions describing the Raid addresses of servers with which the new server must communicate. Whenever a server changes status (e.g., moves, fails, or recovers) the oracle
sends a notifier message to all other servers that have specified the changing server in their
notifier set. Notifier messages are handled automatically by the communication software,
which caches the address of the new server. In many cases the higher-level code is not
even aware of the reconfiguration.
The performance of the Raid Oracle only affects the start up and reconfiguration delays
of Raid. The RegisterSelf (), FindPartner(), and FindAll () functions each require just
a few packet round-trips. FindOracle() is an order of magnitude more expensive, since it
must check for the oracle on all possible hosts on the network.
Raid Communication Facilities. The Raid servers communicate with each other using
high-level operations such as SendACO, which is used by the CC to send commit/abort
messages to AC. Figure 3 shows the layering of the Raid communication package. LDG
(Long Datagram) has the same syntax and semantics as UDP, but has no restriction on
packet sizes. The fragment size is an important parameter to LDG. Nonnally we use
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fragments of 8000 bytes, which is the largest possible on our Suns. Since IP gateways
usually fragment messages into 512 byte packets we also have a version of LDG with 512
byte fragments. This allows us to compare kernel~level fragmentation in IP with user-level
fragmentation in LDG.
Table 1 compares UDP, LDG, and Raid round.trip communication times for datagrams

I Byl...r
UDP
LDG-512
LDG-8000
Raid

~
7.2 10.6
10.2 17.2
9.6 12.8
11.9 20.1

2048
16.5
41.9
19.2
46.7

I 8192 I 32768 I 500000 I
48.8
147.4
65.1
153.3

.

-

550.0
224.8

8,630
3,200

-

-

Table 1: Raid communication time by packet length (in ms)
of various lengths. The numbers given for the Raid layer are based on LDG~8000. This
table shows the overhead introduced by the layers of the Raid communication package,
which is more significant for larger packets. This overhead and the lack of a low-level
multicast facility "serialize" the execution of the transaction across the nodes of the system,
prolong the life of transaction, and consequently increase the probability of conflict with
other transactions. The next subsection describes a set of kernel-resident communication
facilities that can efficiently support the computational model of Raid.

2.3

Proposed Communication Support in Raid

We now present the main services of a kernel-level communication subsystem, oriented
to support transaction processing in Raid. For environments that support a variety of
applications, the benefits of communication standards are clear. However, for well defined
applications running on dedicated. LANs, the benefits are often outweighted by performance
considerations. We can determine a priori the communication activity on the network. The
communication subsystem can be optimized accordingly. In order to maintain the "open
system" property, we can consider the whole LAN as one system, and provide a gateway

to the external world [Svo].
Remote Procedure Calls. Interactions among the Raid servers can be readily modeled
as remote procedure calls. The RPC paradigm facilitates the programming of the servers.
Asynchronous remote procedure calls are needed to allow for concurrency. The types of
remote procedures are known in advance. This pennits to optimize their processing. The
reliability of the RPC mechanism can be limited to the "at-most-once" semantics, because
transactions can be aborted at any moment by any server [Spe].
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With multicast RPC, the coordinating AC can reach all CC and AM servers at "almost"
the same time. This increases the degree of parallelism in the execution of the transaction,
which in turn reduces the amount of time the transaction spends in the system. Besides
the corresponding improvement in response time, this parallelism guarantees the normal
behavior of the database transaction processing system. Otherwise, the probability of
aborting and blocking transactions will increase. Multicast RPC demanding only one reply
or at least "n" replies can be useful to support alternate algorithms, e.g. quorum-based
algorithms.
Datagrams. Datagrams can be used to support the secondary activities in the Raid
model. Among the secondary activities, we have failure detection, clock synchronization,
name resolution, simulation of experimentation events, etc. The processing of datagrams
can be optimized significantly. The number and types of uses are limited and known in
advance. The memory management to support Raid datagrams can be simplified accordingly. For example, we do not need the functionality provided by mbub in Unix operating
system. Fixed length buffers can be used instead.
Transaction Processing Algorithms. Because the communication subsystem has knowledge about the application, it can do more than just send and receive uninterpreted mes~
sages. With a little extra effort, the communication software can be of great help during
the commit process or during update of replicated copies. For example, it seems reasonable
to implement the entire commit protocol as part of the communication protocols [Spe]. As
a result we can have not only a more efficient implementation of the commit protocol, but
also a simpler implementation of the atomicity controller.
Naming Services. Raid needs specialized support for its name space. The naming
services for the Raid distributed database system have to deal with failure, recovery, and
adaptability events. By" supporting the naming services inside the operating system, we can
achieve a more efficient interaction between the naming and communication subsystems.
This further increases the level of abstraction in the transaction processing protocols.
Flexible Resource Management. Finally, we have to provide an easy way to reassign the resources of the communication subsystem (e.g. network buffers, queues, shared
memory, etc). This flexibility is needed during changes due to adaptability decisions, or
experiment settings for example. We may need to dynamically change the number of
network buffers assigned to the input queues of the servers that participate in remote communication. Or, we may want to experiment with alternative communication topologies
of the Raid model. The communication subsystem has to be flexible enough to respond to
those changes in the Raid communication topology.
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3

Measurements and Experimental Data

In this section, we report the measurements on local communication, remote multicasting,
various network configurations, and execution of Push programs. The Raid database
system and SWlOS 3.4 operating system are used in our measurements. Both systems
run on Sun 3/50s connected to a 10 Mbps Ethernet1 in our laboratory. To overcome
the limitations in the clock resolution (20 IDS in our case), we used the ping protocol
[BMRJ. A round-trip ping consists of a ping message sent from a designated ping process
to a designated reflect process. The reflect process then returns the message to the ping
process. Reported times are the average elapsed wall-clock time over several thousand
round-trip pings. This method not only produces measurements with greater precision
than the available hardware clock, but also amortizes start-up time over many messages.
For some of the experiments, we use our own SE (simple ethernet) protocol [BMRJ. This
is a streamlined protocol implemented as a device driver, and was originally used to study
the overhead of the UDP protocol [BMR].

3.1

Local Communication

There is significant local communication among various servers that implement a Raid
site. In a five site Raid system, rougWy half of the communication is local to one machine.
Traditional IPC mechanisms are optimized for the remote case [BALL]. We investigate
efficient methods for local IPC and for the integration of different IPC paradigms.
Design of the Experiment. We measure the performance of several local IPC methods available in SunOS. Two user-level processes: ping and reflect run the ping protocol
described above. To see how each method scales with the message size, we use two types
of messages, 10 and 1000 bytes long. The methods that we investigate are:
Two Message Queues - Message passing using two message queues; the first for messages sent from the ping process to the reflect process, and the second for reflected
messages.
One Message Queue - Message passing using one message queue and two message types;
the first message type for messages sent from the ping process to the reflect process,
and the second for reflected messages.
Named Pipes - Two named pipes were created in the file system. One pipe was used
for each direction of communication.
lSunOS and Sun are trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Incorporated. Ethernet is a trademark of Xerox
Corporation.
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I10 MESSAGE
SIZE I
Bytes [ 1000 Bytes

METHOD
2 Q Message Passing
1 Q Message Passing
Named Pipes
Shared Memory
UDP Communication

2.0
2.0
2.3
5.1
4.3

2.9
2.9
3.9
5.5
9.6

Table 2: Local communication cost (in ms)

Shared Memory - Shared memory commWlication U5ing two buffers and two semaphores
for coordination. Oue semaphore was used for cOQl"dinating access to each buffer. The
message was copied into the buffer but not out of the buffer, under the assumption
that the message can be used in place.

UDP - UDP communication using unCOlllleeted packets.
Results. The results of the measurements conducted on these methods are displayed in
Table 2. It demonstrates that there exist efficient alternatives to the socket-based method
for local lPC. Queue message passing showed the least commWlication delay. Message
passing using queues incurs 30 to 50 percent of the UDP delay, depending on the size of the
message. Shared memory took substantially more time than message passing. Almost all
of the elapsed time is due to the semaphore operations. The cost of UDP communication
more than doubles as the message size increase from 10 bytes to 1000 bytes, while the
cost of message queues and shared memory communication increases only by 45 and 8
percent respectively. This is because UDP messages are copied multiple times. Local UDP
messages cost 2/3 as much as actually transmitting the packet on the network. That is why
using a special mechanism for the local case is significantly faster. However, the integration
of different IPC mechanisms for local and remote communication is not well supported.
Unix uses the select facility for that integration. It introduces the overhead of an additional
system call. For some cases, the select mechanism is not sufficient. For example, there is
no means of allowing selection between message queues (or shared memory) and sockets.
Operating system policies such us memory and process management directly affect the
performance of the IPC facilities. Context switching overhead in heavyweight processes
can significantly increase the IPC times. The performance of the original implementation
of Raid [BRa] was affected by such operating system based factors. The multi-server
per process approach has been successfully used in Raid to avoid such high costs of local
IPC and interprocess context switch [KLB]. Several servers are merged into the same
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process. Under this approach, inter-server communication takes the form of simple data
movement within the same address space. Furthennore, the number of context switches
needed during traru;action processing is drastically reduced. The use of this paradigm in
the implementation of the Raid model has led to improvements in transaction execution
times of up to 70 percent [KLB]. The multi-server implementation uses standard Unix
facilities.

3.2

Remote Communication

Remote communication in the Raid system consists primarily of multicast messages. Multicasting is simulated in the high-level Raid communication package. This means that the
CPU cost for message processing has to be paid several times in order to send the same
message across various sites in the system. To alleviate this problem we have designed
and implemented a multicasting facility inside the operating system kernel [BMRSJ. This
facility is implemented as a pseudo-device driver. It is both efficient and independent of
the underlying network. The simulation of the multicasting process takes place at the
lowest level possible just before enqueuing the packet into the network output queue. This
mechanism can be implemented on networks that do not support physical multicasting.
Design of the Experiment. The ping process uses the ioetl system call to set the
multicast address (which actually is a group of addresses) and the write system call to
multicast the corresponding message to all destinations. The reflect processes have only
one destination in the multicast address (that of the ping process). For this experiment,
we use a variation of the ping protocol. The ping process does not wait for any reply before
starting the next round of messages.
Results. The use of the kernel-level multicast facility results in savings of 40 percent
when compared with the simulation of multicasting at the user-level (using the SE protocol in both cases). The overhead (0.7 ms.) per additional site is due to the implementation
of the network device driver that we used. Our device driver does not handle efficiently
back-to-back packets on the output queue (it takes approximately 0.45 ms to send a packet
once it is enqueued into the output queue). A UDP-based implementation of the multicasting device driver would show further improvements. For instance, the multicasting of
a message to ten destinations using this UDP-based kernel-level multicast facility would
take 8.75 ms., while its user-level implementation takes 20 IllS. In addition to the performance improvements, the use of the kernel-level multicasting primitive simplifies the
implementation of the transaction processing algorithms.
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Figure 4: Network configurations for Raid

3.3

Raid on Different Network Configurations

We have studied the effects of the underlying communication network on the performance
of the Raid system. We have to interleave computation and communication in a way that
maximizes the degree of concurrency. Network technologies vary significantly in latency,
throughput, and reliability. Therefore, the interleaving has to be adjusted for each specific network. The answers to database processing questions such as, "What distribution
and/or replication policy should we use?" is different for different networks and different
communication services.
Design of the Experiment. We run Raid on three network environments. First, we
experiment with one-site and two-site Raid systems on a 10 Mbps Ethernet LAN (figure 4a). For the second experiment, we use low bandwidth serial lines (figure 4-b). Vile are
interested in this experiment because several wide area networks still use this type of links
for communication. Furthermore, these lines can be used for backup purposes during link
failures. Finally, we connect two 10 Mbps Ethernets with an Internet gateway. We collected
data for a two-site Raid system, each site running on a different Ethernet (figure 4-c). The
transaction benchmarks and measurements tools are as described in [BRb]. We time only
the cost of committing the transactionj the cost of parsing the query is ignored. In the
one-site case, all communication is within the same address space.
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I LAN (1 site) I LAN (2 sites) I Serial Une I Gateway I

I Transaction
select one tuple
insert twenty tuples
update one tuple

100
320
100

100
380
120

240
520
260

120
400
120

Table 3: Transaction execution time (in ms).
Results. The results of these experiments are summarized in table 3. Message formatting and communication delay affect the execution time of transactions running on
multiple-site Raid systems. Formatting cost depends on the size of the traIlSaction. CommWlication delay includes communication protocol processing, and transmission delay by
the Wlderlying network hardware. Columns 2---4 in table 3 show the effect of these two
factors. In a local area network, the difference between one and two sites is iIlSignificant
for small transactions. The clock resolution of the Sun workstations (20 ms.) almost blUIs
out this difference. However, for large transactions, the difference is noticeable. As reported in [BRb], round trip delays for messages using the Raid communication package
in an Ethernet environment vary from 11.9 IDS for 64-byte messages to 46.7 ms for 2048byte messages. The transaction execution time is almost the same whether the two sites
are nmning on the same Ethernet or on different Ethernets connected through a gateway.
This result was expected, because the extra hop in the communication path introduces an
overhead of about 5 ms, whose effect is lost in the clock resolution. The contrast between
columns 2 and 4 reveals the impact of the slow serial line on the Raid perfonnance. The
transmission time for 1000 bits grows from 0.1 ms on the 10Mbps Ethernet cable to 52 ms.
on the 19200 bps serial line. The observed difference (about 120 ms) is completely due to
this transmission delay.

3.4

Experiments with the Push System

In conventional operating systems, the network facilities reside inside the kernel. The organization of kernel-resident services is not modular. For perfonnance reasons, fPC is often
layered on top of the network services [LMKQ]. Experimentation with new cOllUllWlication
concepts in this environment becomes a cumbersome task. Changing the fWlctionality of
the network services demands expertise on large amoWlts of complex code and data structures. To solve this problem, we have developed a tool called Push. Push allows to load
and execute user code inside the kernel, while the system is running. Appendix A presents
design and implementation details of Push.
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Number
of
destinations

1
5
10
15
20

kernel
level
SE
1.2
4.2
8.0
11.7
15.4

user
level
SE
1.2
5.9
11.7
17.5
23.4

Push
2.7
6.6
11.0
15.6
20.2

Table 4: Multicasting timing (in ms)

Design of the Experiment. We run the multicast Push program shown in appendix B.
The parameters of this program are: a set of destination addresses, the number of those
addresses, the message being sent, and the length of the message. The program loops
taking one destination address at a time and sending the message to that destination. The
send primitive is a "hook" that takes its parameters from the Push stack, transforms them
into the Unix format, and invokes the Unix facilities to send the message. In particular,
send fOmlats the ethernet header, copies the message into mbufs, and enqueues the mbufs
into the network interface output queue. To time the performance of this Push program,
we use the modified version of the ping protocol (see 3.2).
Results. Table 4 compares the performance of the Push multicast program with the
performance of the kernel-level and user-level SE multicast tools [BMR]. All three services
provide the same functionality. Although the virtual machine still needs to be tuned, the
results are encouraging. The execution of the loop in program B (12 Push instructions)
takes about 300 p.s, which averages 25 fls per instruction. This performance is comparable
with that of the packet filter [MRA]. The relative high start-up cost (we measured 2.7ms
for a single destination and O.9ms per additional destination) can be optimized by reducing
the number of times Push has to cross the user/kernel boundary.

4

Conclusions and Future Work

Our experiments show the performance improvements that can be gained from an adequate communication support. Optimized local IPe methods and multicast facilities can
reduce transaction processing time significantly. For instance, the cost of message queues
is approximately 1/3 the cost oflocal UDP communication. Therefore, in a five site Raid
system, where local comlntUlication accounts for half of the total communication activity,
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there is a potential savings of up to thirty percent for replacing UDP with message queues
for local IPC. The use of a lower level multicast facility can significantly reduce the cost
of remote communication, decreasing further the elapsed time for transaction processing.
The use of Push simplifies the experimentation task. The implementation of the SE multicast device driver took 6 months. In contrast, writing the Push multicast program is a
matter of minutes.
The first priority in the area of communication is the implementation of a communication subsystem, which can successfully respond to the requirements imposed by the Raid
model. The insight gained with the SE protocol, the multicasting pseudo-device driver, the
local IPC experiments, and the multi-server paradigm, together with other ideas proposed
elsewhere [Spe,Svo,Che] will be used in design and implementation of the prototype.
We also want to develop further the Push approach to flexible operating systems. For
instance, Push can be used to test/implement new lJtream modules. We want to tune
the virtual machine to reach the best possible performance. This is very important to
expand the use of Push as an operational tool. Second, we want to validate it as a reliable
experimental tool. The main concern here is due to the interpretative nature of the system.
We want to guarantee certain reliability about the knowledge that can be inferred from
the Push experiments.
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APPENDICES

A

Design and Implementation of Push

The Push approach is similar to the packet filter described in [MRA], in which user specified code
can be dynamically loaded into the kernel to demultiplex packets for user-level implementations
of network protocols. The difference is that the packet filter simply specifies destination processes
for the packets, whereas our routines would be able to collect multiple messages, generate response
packets, and only return to the user once for a complex interaction. For instance, a multi-phase
commit protocol could be written in this language that would send and receive two rounds of
messages with a single system call.

Push
Program

User Process

User

Kernel

Communication

Push Mach.

1--. File System

Process Management
Push routines

Figure 5: The Push system
The Push system provides a KUP (Kernel-level execution of User-level Protocols) language.
The user can specify complex communication functions in this language. The core of the system
is a virtual machine, able to run assembled Push programs inside the kernel. Figure 5 shows the
details of our idea. The user's Push program is first assembled and then added to the kernel. Once
this is done, the user can invoke the new functionality implemented by his/her Push program.
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The Push language is a simple, general·purpose stack-based language. Each Push program
contains a declaration of the input/output parameters, a definition of local variables and the code
itself. There are two data types in the language: integers and addresses (pointers). The code
section is a sequence of Push operations. Each operation can have one argument and a label which
can be referred in jump instructions. The program in appendix B illustrates the features of this
language.
The assembler translates the user-level programs to an internal representation, expedient to be
executed by the virtual machine. These assembled programs are then stored inside the kernel in
special data structures for later execution.
The virtual machine executes Push programs on behalf of the users. The interpreter first
checks the parameters and copies them to the Push space. To protect the kernel space, each access
to the Push space is strictly controlled. The program can allocate/free additional memory from
its Push space. During execution time, each Push process is provided with an execution stack,
which contains the parameters, local variables, and the values dynamically pushed into it while the
program is running.
Besides the basic stack operations, the user is provided with primitives that allow him/her
to access existing networking services. For example, send and receive operations permit the user
to access different levels of the communication protocol hierarchy, e.g. network device drivers,
internet layer, etc. With these "hooks" to the rest of the operating system, we can make use of the
functionality already existing inside the operating system. Currently, we have a prototype of the
Push system which provides facilities for communication experiments.
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B

A Sample Push program
%Push multicast procedure
addrlen

der

6

addrs
arldrcnt
ffiSg
msglen

in

in

address
integer
address
integer

nxtadrlr

var

address

push
pop

addrs
nxtaddr

% initialize for looping through addrs

nxtaddr

% deliver message

loop

in

in

push
push
push
send

msglen
ffisg

push
push
add
pop

nxtaddr
addrlen

push
dec
dup
pop

addrcnt

addrcnt

jgt

loop

% compute addr of next destination addr

nxtaddr

% decrement count of destinations

% continue if more destinations

return
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